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Read 'Em & Weep!
[William Wright photo]

Digging Deep 4 a Morsel of
Matter.

[William Wright photo]
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Trivia 4 Trees & Trails (event)      return to Reports list 
Fri Nov 22, 2013 
Leader: William Wright
Co-Leader: Bob St.John

What a grand evening amongst a sold-out crowd - even the organizers were
overwhelmed with this pleasant surprise. The Cumberland Forest Society is well on
it's way to another parcel of forest, with the strong support that was exhibited last
night - what an excellent way to have fun and then, contribute to the legacy of a
community!

With competition at maximum capacity, the Cumberland Cultural Society witnessed
another epic battle of trivia - in the end, a stunning upset with Team Bigfoot
dethroning Oral Turpitude, after their run of 7 straight victories.

The heavily contested contest saw many teams in the hunt, right down to the wire
and even though Bigfoot ran away with the event, with a nicely done score of 52 out
of 60, the next 16 teams (out of 24 competing) finished up within 10 points of each
other, including our well-rounded entry.

The CDMC Mountain Matter crew, once again, finished a respectable 9th and
equalled their previous output with a solid score of 37 - not too shabby for greying
matter!

Many hilarious highlights, through the night, as the team would ponder & deliberate
for a worthy answer, many times having the right one and bypassing this for an even
better one!

Hoping my mates had as much fun as I did - very much enjoyed the evening and the
enthusiastic camaraderie of our most capable entry. I look forward to those that can
make the Spring outing - thank you for a great team showing and supporting this
fabulous event!
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Team Mountain Matter.
[William Wright photo]

Duh! Sorry Bob.
[Karl Stevenson photo]

Report contributors: Karl S, William W, 

Participant list (8 of 8): Ron D, Sue D, Carol H, Jack M, Bob S, Kathryn W,
William W, Dirk Z, 
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